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1. Introduction. By means of a recently developed method it is now possible to solve iteratively the Dirichlet Problem [3] , and the Neumann Problem [1] for the scalar Helmholtz equation (V2 + k2)<f> = 0 in the regions exterior to a nonseparable body imbedded in the Euclidean 3-space; provided k, the complex wave number, is sufficiently small, and the solution of the Laplace's equation can be obtained for the body in question.
In what follows we shall consider one such body, namely, a spindle (a football shaped object).
We shall first obtain the potential Dirichlet Green's function for the spindle. Then by means of the above mentioned method we shall express, in the form of integrals, the scalar scattered field of a plane wave which is incident nose-on upon the spindle.
2. The Geometry of the Problem. The bispherical coordinate system (a,&,<£), which is suitable for this problem, is given by " a A , l a I, . dA h" dV
The range of the variables are -°=> < /3 < «>,0<a<x, 0 < <t> < 2ir. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the separability of the Laplace (and Helmholtz) equations in various coordinate systems are given by Moon and Spencer [5] . Using their criteria for separation, we see that the Laplace equation is not simply separable in bispherical coordinates but is partially separable (whereas the Helmholtz equation is nonseparable in either sense).
In the bispherical coordinates the surface a = (const.) is a surface formed by rotating about the x-axis that part of the circle, in the x-z plane, of a radius c cosec a! with center x -0, x = c cot . This surface of revolution is called a spindle. All the surfaces of constant a go through two points x = ±c (y = z = 0); and at these points /3 = ± eo respectively. The surface a = 0 is the z-axis for x > c plus the sphere at infinity; the surface a -x/2 is the sphere of radius c with center at the origin; and the surface a = ir is the z-axis for x < c. The exterior region we are concerned with is > a > 0, co >/3> -co, 2x > <£ > 0. .
where £ = cos a. With the substitution s = iv - § the above representation for the Dirichlet Green's function is written as ,(COS«0 J
We now make the following observations in connection with the nature of the poles of the integrand:
'Equality is understood in the sense of distributions. We shall assume the usual 5-function formalism 6uch as substitution, integration by parts, etc., and for proofs refer to e.g., Gelfond and Schilow [2] , (1) First we note that since the behavior of P™( -cos a)P™(cos a0) is the same as P™( -cos a1)/P™(cos aO .p?(cos a)P™(cos a0) for large |s|. Therefore, we only need to study the integrand in the half plane Re s < -3. where the volume element is given by dv = dx dy dz = y' da dp d<f> = 7-'c's"ltt--3 da dp d<t>, We want to represent the regular part Uk of the Green's function using the above Theorem. Uh is not regular at infinity. There is more than one way of making Uk regular. Although, for example, the function e~'krUk is regular, in a particular problem like ours the choice must be made more judiciously to simplify the resulting equations and to enable us to carry out the integrations eventually arising in connection with the iteration. Thus, we define p = e-w.nUt (4.5) and call / the "eikonal". where V2t/ is given by (6.7) or (6.8). Substituting (6.7) into (6.9), we finally obtain The iterates f/w> for iV Sj 1 are given by C/(W) = -2t7c cfo' G0(p, p')V/(«', /3') o Vf/(iv"1)(a', 0') + C/<0> (7.12) where Ir *' " I" * I" ^ L (cosh <"3>
